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Abstract

In polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) chemical energy, in for example
hydrogen, is converted by an electrochemical process into electrical energy.
The PEFC has a working temperature generally below 100 °C. Under these
conditions water management and transport of oxygen to the cathode are the
parameters limiting the performance of the PEFC.

The purpose of this thesis was to better understand the complex processes
in different parts of the PEFC. The rate-limiting processes in the cathode
were studied using pure oxygen while varying oxygen pressure and humidity.
Mass-transport limitations in the gas diffusion layer using oxygen diluted in
nitrogen or helium was also studied. A large capacitive loop was seen at 1-10
Hz with 5-20 % oxygen. When nitrogen was changed to helium, which has a
higher binary diffusion coefficient, the loop decreased and shifted to a higher
frequency.

Steady-state and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) models
have been developed that accounts for water transport in the membrane
and the influence of water on the anode. Due to water drag, the membrane
resistance changes with current density. This gives rise to a low frequency
loop in the complex plane plot. The loop appeared at a frequency of around
0.1 Hz and varied with D/Lm

2, where D is the water diffusion coefficient and
Lm is the membrane thickness. The EIS model for the hydrogen electrode gave
three to four semicircles in the complex plane plot when taking the influence of
water concentration on the anode conductivity and kinetics into account. The
high-frequency semicircle is attributed to the Volmer reaction, the medium-
frequency semicircle to the pseudocapacitance resulting from the adsorbed
hydrogen, and the low-frequency semicircles to variations in electrode
performance with water concentration. These low-frequency semicircles appear
in a frequency range overlapping with the low-frequency semicircles from the
water transport in the membrane. The effects of current density and membrane
thickness were studied experimentally. An expected shift in frequency, when
varying the membrane thickness was seen. This shift confirms the theory that
the low-frequency loop is connected to the water transport in the membrane.
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